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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.1 WORD PRACTICE:  

*-BGS  for Words Ending in  -CTION    

1. traction TRA*BGS suction S*UBGS auction A*UBGS 

2. friction FR*IBGS fraction FRA*BGS rejection RE/J*EBGS 

3. addiction A/D*IBGS prediction PRE/D*IBGS affliction A/FL*IBGS 

4. defection DAOE/F*EBGS projection PRO/J*EBGS ejection AOE/J*EBGS 

5. election AOE/L*EBGS seduction SE/D*UBGS subtraction SUB/TRA*BGS 

6. conviction KON/V*IBGS abduction AB/D*UBGS distraction DIS/TRA*BGS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.2 CONFLICT OUTLINES: 

1. complex KOM/PLEBGS complexion KOM/PL*EBGS 

2. fax FABGS faction FA*BGS 

3. fix FIBGS fiction F*IBGS 

4. flex FLEBGS flexion FL*EBGS 

5. reflex RE/FLEBGS reflection RE/FL*EBGS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.3 PRACTICE SENTENCES:  
 

1. Her leg was placed in traction. Use neck traction for whiplash. 

2. Which faction started trouble? The party divided into factions. 

3. Lessons should improve diction. His diction is impeccable. 

4. He writes poignant fiction. The story is pure fiction. 

5. I can’t work with distraction. That music is a distraction. 

6. I never could do subtraction. You must do the subtraction first. 

7. Place some restriction on it. What are the restrictions? 

8. Are you good at subtraction? Your subtraction is wrong. 

9. It was just a fraction. I am not good at fractions. 

10. He works in a projection booth. What are the yearly projections? 

11. Each confection looks fattening. I couldn’t resist the confections. 

12. The button is for ejection. The plan calls for ejection at that pressure. 

13. Ned is a picture of dejection. Her dejection is due to the loss. 

14. That is an infraction of the rule. Infractions will be punished. 

15. Are you going to run for election? The election will be November 4. 

16. What was the weather prediction? The predictions came true. 

17. He bore the affliction well. What was his affliction? 

18. Show a lot of affection. I have affection for Kathryn. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.3 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED:  

19. We are faced with eviction. The number of evictions is up. 

20. Any addiction can be treated. Cigarettes are an addiction. 

21. We need a tax reduction. You should ask for a reduction. 

22. Will you get a conviction? Convictions were up in June. 

23. The Pope gave the benediction. Who gives the benedictions? 

24. The vacuum had good suction. You need to use a suction pump. 

25. Did you hear about her seduction? They said it was seduction. 

26. Ask for better protection. The lacquer will be good protection. 

27. What time does the auction start? She loves to go to auctions. 

28. The device will reduce friction. The friction is causing heat. 

29. His defection was anticipated. The number of defections is up. 

30. Ask for resurrection of the plan. I want to know about the resurrection. 

31. Abduction has been reduced. They were charged with abduction. 

32. The depiction was true to life. His depictions of nature are good. 

33. Watch him flex his biceps. The flexion of his arm was normal. 

34. Can you bend or flex the knee? The joint was in a state of flexion. 

35. That is a complex sentence. That puts a different complexion on it. 

36. John has very fast reflexes. It is a reflection of his talent. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.3 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED:  

37. The puzzle was very complex. She has a beautiful complexion. 

38. The chart is too complex to read. I don’t like the complexion of that. 

39. Look for a normal reflex. Look at your reflection in the mirror. 

40. I know that it was just a reflex. You can see the reflection in the lake. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.4 WORD PRACTICE: 

Word Endings:  -GS/  *NGS/  *BGS 
 

1. politician POL/TIGS sanction SA*NGS mansion MANGS 

2. benefaction BEN/FA*BGS satisfaction SAT/IS/FA*BGS expansion EX/PANGS 

3. frustration FRUS/TRAIGS concoction KON/KO*BGS extinction EX/T*INGS 

4. erection AOE/R*EBGS abrasion A/BRAIGS compression KOM/PREGS 

5. reduction RE/D*UBGS distention DIS/TENGS foundation FOUND/AIGS 

6. infraction IN/FRA*BGS junction J*UNGS suction S*UBGS 

7. dedication DED/KAIGS nutrition NAOU/TRIGS affliction A/FL*IBGS 

8. crucifixion KRAOUS/F*IBGS action A*BGS fumigation FAOUM/GAIGS 

9. compunction KOM/P*UNGS diction D*IBGS completion KOM/PLAOEGS 

10. injection IN/J*EBGS confession KON/FEGS deposition DEP/SIGS 

11. addiction A/D*IBGS addition A/DIGS extraction EX/TRA*BGS 

12. flirtation FLIR/TAIGS pension PENGS expectation EX/PEK/TAIGS 

13. discrimination DIS/KRIM/NAIGS caption KAPGS obstruction OB/STR*UBGS 

14. abstraction AB/STRA*BGS attraction A/TRA*BGS dysfunction DIS/F*UNGS 

15. constriction KON/STR*IBGS passion PAGS convention KON/VENGS 

16. rejection RE/J*EBGS portion POERGS extraction EX/TRA*BGS 

17. perception PER/SEPGS affection A/FE*BGS disjunction DIS/J*UNGS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.4 WORD PRACTICE CONTINUED:  

Word Endings:  -GS/  *NGS/  *BGS 

18. admonition AD/MON/IGS infection IN/F*EBGS confection KON/F*EBGS 

19. violation VAOI/LAIGS dimension DI/MENGS conjunction KON/J*UNGS 

20. inflection IN/FL*EBGS lotion LOEGS deduction DAOE/D*UBGS 

21. dejection DAOE/J*EBGS suspension SUS/PENGS resurrection REZ/RE*BGS 

22. extinction EX/T*INGS tuition TAOU/IGS tension TENGS 

23. instruction IN/STR*UBGS omission OE/MIGS junction J*UNGS 

24. confusion KON/FAOUGS summation SUM/AIGS complexion KOM/PL*EBGS 

25. jurisdiction JUR/IS/D*IBGS prevention PRE/VENGS expectation EX/PEK/TAIGS 

26. deduction DAOE/D*UBGS perfection PER/F*EBGS intrusion IN/TRAOUGS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.5 BRIEFS: 
 

1. direct DREK direction DR*EBGS   

2. collect KLEK collection KL*EBGS   

3. correct  KREK correction KR*EBGS   

4. connect KEK connection K*EBGS   

5. select SLEK selection SL*EBGS section S*EBGS 

6. automobile AUBL vehicle  VAOEK   
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.6 BRIEF DRILL:  
  

1. correct  collect connect direct vehicle 

2. automobile direction correction collection select 

3. direct section  selection vehicle  collect 

4. correction automobile correct connection connect 

5. vehicle select collect automobile direction 

6. direct collection direct selection section 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.7 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. Will you direct the way? Robert directs the company. 

2. Is this the right direction? What direction did you take? 

3. Who will be the director? I am directing the affair. 

4. Try the direct approach. What direction did the vehicle turn? 

5. Is your answer correct? I am correcting the papers. 

6. The error has been corrected. Can you see the correction? 

7. Was the mistake corrected? The corrections are neat. 

8. Please connect the phone. They connected the wires. 

9. This tube connects it. I collect classic automobiles. 

10. I am connecting the water. There is no connection at all. 

11. His thoughts were disconnected. Read over the third section. 

12. They sold the section of land.  Which sections did you read? 

13. He wants to collect the bill. We are collecting for charity. 

14. The toys were all collected. Pass the collection plate. 

15. It is a famous collection. The collection is complete. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.7 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED: 

16. Select the best buy. They have a good selection. 

17. Make your selection now. The automobile was black. 

18. I was in an automobile accident. They took off in the automobile. 

19. Where was the vehicle located? The vehicle hit my car. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.8 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS:  

SPL-  and  SKW- 

1. splat split splint splatter 

2. splash spleen splotch splurge 

3. splenetic splinter spleen splendid 

4. splotchy splice splintering splendor 

5. squirm squirrel squelch squeamish 

6. square squire squint squatter 

7. squash squeak squirt squeal 

8. squeeze squawfish squawk squishy 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 34 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

34.9 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. Don’t splash water in my eyes. They are splashing in the pool. 

2. He is a splenetic old man. Put a splint on that arm. 

3. You can split the sum in half. Remove the splinter from my toe. 

4. They removed the ruptured spleen. They gave a splendid performance. 

5. He would splurge on payday. The room needs a splotch of red. 

6. Her skin looks splotchy. Listen to the splatter of rain. 

7. There was a splattering of rain. You could splice the broken tape. 

8. Don’t split that infinitive. Try to keep the wood from splintering. 

9. Don’t squirm so much. Put that squirt gun away. 

10. Please stop that squirming. Have you ever eaten squab? 

11. They were living in squalor. Tom was in the same squadron. 

12. They squabble all the time. He is on the football squad. 

13. They were caught in a squall.  Don’t squander your money. 

14. Did you hear the mouse squeak? Use a squeegee on the window. 

15. That squirrel has a bushy tail. A squire is British gentry. 

16. Squint in the bright sunlight. Squeeze the toy rabbit. 

 


